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Abstract. This paper describes the results of comparison of jokes based on
neural network language models and the General Theory of Verbal Humor
knowledge resources. The question to be explored is whether joke similarity can
be inferred from joke text similarity. Our results indicate that while similarities
in text can be detected by doc2vec and jokes with somewhat similar texts can be
consistently clustered, there is very little, if any, correlation between doc2vec
cosine similarity and KR-annotated joke similarity.
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1 Introduction

The usefulness and motivations of computational humor have been intensely discussed
[1–10], with applications varying from friendlier computer systems and human-
computer interfaces [2, 6, 11] and more effective communication [12] to education
[13–15] and “edutainment” [16], to advertising, politics and commerce [7, 17], to
information security [7], to detection of unintended humor [7, 8, 18] to embodied
agents with personalities [6] to understanding how human brain works [4, 9]. It can
also be important to detect and exclude humor from reporting it as accurate information
because humor is, in principle, not commited to the literal truth of the statements [19].

Accepting that computational humor is important, the question of its feasibility
arises. Within text-based humor, a number of humor generators, computational humor
recognizers/detectors, and a few comparisons of jokes have been attempted. We will
concentrate on the latter two categories as computational humor detection can be either
done by comparing a text with a previously known set of humorous text – and if a new
text is close enough to one of the known ones, classify it as humorous – or, attempt to
classify it based on some features, that, hopefully, have some (humor) theoretical
foundations [20].

Machine learning classification methods have been used to separate texts into
humorous and non-humorous subsets, with a possible analysis of the contrastive fea-
tures [21–27]. These results, while impressive, have not, however, led to any insights
into the nature or structure of verbal jokes. Semantic methods, tightly associated with
humor theories, tend to be more illuminating in this respect [19, 28], but still emphasize
the distinctions between jokes and non-jokes rather than the constitutive features of the
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former, including optimality or even elegance. A SemEval 2017 pun interpretation and
detection task forced the participants into using semantic features for pun interpretation
task, however, the results show that it remains an “extremely challenging problem”
[29]. One of the reasons why this task is so hard is that not only does it require a
detection of semantic features, an additional component is reasoning with them to
detect the salient semantic features.

Joke comparison could work around the problem of reasoning detection/
understanding, if the jokes are similar enough. The question that we are interested in
exploring for this paper is whether joke similarity can be inferred from joke text
similarity.

For this paper, we assume that any joke can be described in terms of form, content,
and use [30]. The General Theory of Verbal Humor [31] captures the overlap between
use and content. The knowledge resources of GTVH are used as a vector for joke
description and comparison. Five GTVH features for joke comparison were experi-
mentally confirmed [32] on perception of 534 human objects; the only exception being
(Pseudo) Logical Mechanism. Word embedding algorithms, infamous by now within
natural language processing, suggest capturing the overlap between form and content.

In the past five years semantic similarity between words or texts started to look
more promising. Semantic similarity between two texts can be measured by lexical
similarity (surface level) or, more popular, word embedding similarity. Word embed-
dings, following the distributional hypothesis of [33], are trained on word
co-occurrence in large corpora and are reported to capture semantic word similarity.
The most popular word embedding models are SkipGram [34], CBOW [35] and GloVe
[36]. Word vectors, produced by these models, allow not only a comparison of word
similarity, but also semantic similarity of patterns [37]. While original word2vec built
one representation per word (not per word sense), there has been work in recent years
that took multiple senses of words into account [38–40] as well as phrase embeddings
[41, 42].

[43] introduced paragraph2vec, often called doc2vec, that is based on word2vec
idea, and [44] confirmed its performance. In paragraph2vec, “every paragraph is
mapped to a unique vector” (ibid). The paragraph vector, together with the word
vectors serve as input for the target word prediction, very similar to the CBOW
method. The method can be applicable to texts of various length, such as sentences,
paragraphs, longer documents, as represented by the additional input vector and can be
used for document classification [45, 46].

The compared jokes are taken from a dataset by [47], containing approximately
11,000 jokes. The jokes are be clustered according to their vector similarity, with
Elbow method [48] to determine the optimal number of clusters. Based on the results of
the comparison, the final version of the paper will discuss the feasibility of the current
natural language processing techniques for comparing some of the Knowledge
Resources of the General Theory of Verbal Humor.

1.1 Corpus

This paper adopted the web archive joke dataset used in [47]. The dataset includes
10,942 jokes from 13 joke archive websites. It allows the same joke with different
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versions (identical or nearly identical) to present multiple times. The lengths of the
jokes vary from one-liner jokes to short scripts. We also included the 21 labeled jokes
from [32] to the corpus for the training of the joke vectors.

1.2 Joke Vectors Clustering

We trained a Doc2vec [49] model with the open source module Gensim v3.1.0 (with
parameters: window size 10, dimensionality 100, and minimum count 1). For the
learned joke vectors, we applied the k-means++ clustering algorithm with a cosine

Intra-cluster similarity starts to converge 
at this interval (k-value [178, 228])

Fig. 1. (1-a top) number of cluster k vs. intra-cluster cosine similarity. (1-b bottom) standard
deviations for every 50 consecutive intra-cluster cosine similarities, the standard deviation starts
to converge at the interval k = [178, 228], select the k in this interval where the intra-cluster
similarity takes minimum between k and k + 1.
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similarity metric to group them into 181 clusters. K-means++ uses an optimized center
initialization process on top of the general k-means algorithm. The number of cluster
was determined through the Elbow method used in [50] by testing the k-value equals
from 1 to 500 (Fig. 1-a). For every 50 consecutive intra-cluster similarity values, the
standard deviation was computed and the interval [178, 228], for the proper k-value,
was selected where these standard deviations start to converge (Fig. 1-b). The k-value
was selected to be the proper number of clusters for the corpus where the absolute
differences between the intra-cluster similarity takes a minimum – select such k when
min Ik � Ikþ 1j jð Þ for k in [178, 228].

We conducted the k-means++ clustering experiments 10 times using the same initial
random seeding on the joke vectors with k-value equals to 181 to study the stability of
the joke clusters as well as to compare the computational results with the manually
labeled GTVH-based KRs. As k-means++ uses an optimized probability-based random
seeding method to select the initial cluster centroids from the dataset, it provides more
stable and uniformly distributed centers across multiple experiments.

2 Script Oppositeness and Logical Mechanism

The General Theory of Verbal Humor [31] describes jokes in terms of six knowledge
resources: Script Overlap/Oppositeness (SO) – originally introduced in Script-based
Semantic Theory of Humor [51], – Logical Mechanism (LM), Situation (SI), Target
(TA), Narrative Strategy (NS), and Language (LA). In order to compare jokes, using
knowledge resources, it helps to take an inventory of what is available as features for
each of the resources.

For a reader unfamiliar with humor theories, a text is considered to be
joke-carrying, if it is compatible, fully or in part, with two scripts that overall and
oppose [51]. Raskin introduces several high-level types of SOs:

• Real/unreal category
• Actual vs. non-actual
• Normal, expected state of affairs vs. abnormal, unexpected state of affairs

• Good vs. bad
• Life vs. death

• Possible, plausible situation vs. fully or partially impossible or much less
plausible situation

• Sex/non-sex opposition
• Overt, unspecified
• Overt, specified
• Non-sexual opposition in explicitly sexual humor
• Specific sexual opposition in explicitly sexual humor

• Ethnic category
• Language distortion
• Dumb vs. smart
• Stingy vs. generous
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• Cunning vs. honest/straight forward
• (non-standard scripts, based on ethnicity)

• Political category
• Denigration jokes

• A political figure
• A group or institution
• A political idea

• Exposure jokes
• National traits
• Political repression
• Shortages
• Specific political situation

It should be noted that a joke does not have to be specific to just one sub-category.
For example, Raskin notes that political jokes that expose national traits (SSTH:
Chapter 7, Sect. 4) are close to ethnic humor; and the script of sexuality can be used in
ethnic humor (SSTH: Chapter 6, Sect. 5).

Each joke should, theoretically, fall under at least one of these SOs, however, it is
important to remember that most SOs identified for a particular joke are likely to be
finer grain, especially, for comparison within a category. For example, jokes (1) and
(2) are both of the Normal/Abnormal SO type, jokes (3) and (4) are of the
Possible/Impossible SO type, but each could be analyzed further to the SO below
(Chapter 4, Sect. 4):

(1) Should a person stir his coffee with his right hand or his left hand? Neither. He
should use a spoon. [51, originally 53:21].

• SO: hand with tool vs. bare hand

(2) When is a joke not a joke? Usually. [51, originally 53:21]

• SO: good joke vs. bad joke

(3) Why is a drawn tooth like a thing forgot? Because it is out of one’s head. [51,
originally 53:22].

• SO: head vs. mind

(4) Why does a donkey eat thistles? Because he’s an ass. [51, originally 53:23].

• SO: animal vs. abuse

As can be seen, a result of a joke comparison based on knowledge resources
(KRs) is trivially dependent on the grain size that is specified for KRs. Jokes (1) and
(2) may or may not have the same SOs, depending on what an annotator specified. For
the purposes of this paper, we will stay with the hierarchy introduce above, but will not
create finer grain hierarchy.
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The next KR that can be described as a hierarchy of features is the Logical
Mechanism. A Logical Mechanism is a resource that describes the connection between
scripts. [52] present a list of all known LMs (Fig. 2) and a taxonomy of some of them:

• Syntagmatic Relationships
• Reversals

• Vacuous
• Actantial

• Role
• Role Exchange
• Potency Mapping

• Figure/Ground
• Chiasmus

• Direct Spatial Relationships
• Juxtaposition

• Sequence
• Parallelism

• Proportion
• Implicit Parallelism
• Explicit Parallelism

• Reasoning
• Correct

• From False Premise
• Missing Link
• Almost Situation
• Coincidence
• Analogy

• Faulty
• Cratylism (puns)
• Exaggeration
• Ignoring the Obvious
• Field Restriction
• False Analogy

Fig. 2. List of known LMs [52]
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• Meta
• Metahumor
• Garden Path
• Self-reflexive

Using these resources as a starting point, it is possible to annotate jokes that we
attempt to analyze. We are interested in comparing 21 jokes, originally used in [32]
relative to jokes adopted from [47].

3 GTVH-Based Jokes Comparison: Between Jokes and Noise

The paper uses 3 sets of jokes, listed below, taken from [32].
Set 1:
Anchor1: What do you call it when a blonde dyes her hair brown? Artificial

Intelligence.
LA1: What’s the result of a blonde dyeing her hair brown? Artificial

Intelligence.
NS1: When a blonde dyes her hair brown, it’s called Artificial Intelligence.
TA1: What do you call it when a fair-haired sorority girl dyes her hair brown?

Artificial Intelligence.
SI1: What do you call it when a blonde “lipsyncs” Einstein on the screen?

Artificial Intelligence.
LM1: What do you call it when a blonde dyes her hair brown? Illiteracy: she

could not read the label on the bottle.
SO1: What do you call it when a blonde dyes her hair brown? Serial murderer:

her five boyfriends hanged themselves.

Set 2:
Anchor2: Why did the chicken cross the road? It wanted to get to the other side.
TA2: Do you know the reason why the chicken decided to cross the road?

Because it wanted to get to the other side.
NS2: The reason the chicken crossed the road is that it wanted to get to the other

side.
TA2: Why did the turtle cross the road? It wanted to get to the other side.
SI2: Why did the chicken eat an octagonal-headed worm? Because it was

hungry.
LM2: Why did the chicken cross the road? Nothing ventured, nothing gained.
SO2: Why did the chicken cross the road? He saw a blonde hen on the other side.

Set3:
Anchor3: How many Poles does it take to screw in a light bulb? Five. One to hold

the light bulb and four to turn the table he’s standing on.
TA3: The number of Polack’s needed to screw in a light bulb? Five – one to hold

the bulb and four turn the table.
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NS3: It takes five Poles to screw in a light bulb: one to hold the light bulb and
four to turn the table he’s standing on.

TA3: How many Irishman does it take to screw in a light bulb? Five. One to hold
the light bulb and four to turn the table he’s standing on.

SI3: How many Poles does it take to wash a car? Two. One to hold the sponge
and one to move the car back and forth.

LM3: How many Poles does it take to screw in a light bulb? Five. One to hold
the light bulb and four to look for the right screwdriver.

SO3: How many Poles does it take to screw in a light bulb? Five. One to take his
shoes off, get on the table, and screw in the light bulb and four to wave the
air deodorants to kill his foot odor.

The KRs for the third set, LightBulb, were previously labeled by [31], as shown in
Table 1. The KRs for the Blonde set and CrossingTheRoad set are demonstrated in
Table 2.

Table 1. Knowledge resources of jokes in Set3 [31]

Joke/KR LA NS TA SI LM SO

1 LA1 Riddle Poles Light bulb Figure-ground Dumbness
2 LA2 Riddle Poles Light bulb Figure-ground Dumbness
3 LA1* Expository Poles Light bulb Figure-ground Dumbness
4 LA1* Riddle Irish Light bulb Figure-ground Dumbness
5 LA1* Riddle Poles Car wash Figure-ground Dumbness
6 LA1* Riddle Poles Light bulb False analogy Dumbness
7 LA1* Riddle Poles Light bulb Figure-ground Dirtiness

Table 2. Knowledge resources of jokes in Set1 and Set2.

Joke/KR LA NS TA SI LM SO

Anchor1 Std Riddle Blonde Dyeing hair Faulty reasoning Dumbness
LA1 Change Riddle Blonde Dyeing hair Faulty reasoning Dumbness
NS1 Std Expository Blonde Dyeing hair Faulty reasoning Dumbness
TA1 Std Riddle Sorority girl Dyeing hair Faulty reasoning Dumbness
SI1 Std Riddle Blonde Lipsyncing Faulty reasoning Dumbness
LM1 Std Riddle Blonde Dyeing hair Missing link Dumbness
SO1 Std Riddle Blonde Dyeing hair Faulty reasoning Life/death
Anchor2 Std Riddle n/a Crossing road Faulty reasoning Implausible
LA2 Change Riddle n/a Crossing road Faulty reasoning Implausible
NS2 Std Expository n/a Crossing road Faulty reasoning Implausible
TA2 Std Riddle n/a1 Crossing road Faulty reasoning Implausible
SI2 Std Riddle n/a Eating worm Faulty reasoning Implausible
LM2 Std Riddle n/a Crossing road Metahumor Implausible
SO2 Std Riddle n/a Crossing road Faulty reasoning Overt sex
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There are several observations that can be made by comparing Tables 1, 2 and the
actual texts of the jokes in the three sets. The first one is that even if we stay at the high
level description of the jokes, the difference between jokes in X1/Y1 and X2/Y2 and
X3/Y3 can be predicted based on the distance of values in the resources. In other
words, if x = LM and y = SO, the jokes in Set 3 vary in LM (false analogy vs. figure
ground), which differ at the highest level of the LM hierarchy, and SO (dumbness vs
dirtiness), which, arguably, both belong to the ethnic category. The jokes in Set 2 vary
in LM (metahumor vs. faulty reasoning), which differ at the reasoning level (but not the
highest level), and the SO (implausible vs. overt sex) differ at the highest level. The
jokes in Set 1 vary in LM (missing link vs. faulty reasoning), which differ in the
reasoning level again, and the SO (dumbness vs. life/death) vary at the highest level
again. Thus, these jokes vary at the highest SO level and second highest LM level in
Sets 1 and 2, and at, at most, the second highest SO level and highest LM level in Set 3.

According to the GTVH, jokes that only vary in SO should be less similar than
jokes than vary only in LM. It is reasonable to assume that jokes that only vary in SO at
the highest level of hierarchy are less similar that jokes that only vary in SO at a finer
grain level. Similarly, jokes that only vary in LM at the highest level of the hierarchy
(the coarsest level) should be less similar that jokes that only vary in LM in at the finer
grain size. It should be noted that LM placement in resource placement hierarchy was
not confirmed experimentally [32]. However, if one is to follow theoretical predictions
[31] and common sense, LM and SO jokes in Sets 1 and 2 (SO1/LM1 and SO2/LM2)
should be more different than jokes in Set 3 (SO3/LM3) as set 1 and 2 come with the
highest difference in SOs and SO should carry more weight than LM (Set 3 comes with
the highest level of difference in LM, but not SO). However, cosine similarity of joke
vectors tells a different story: cosine(SO1, LM1) = 0.55, cosine(SO2, LM2) = 0.42,
cosine(SO3, LM3) = 0.18.

There are several reasons why the theoretical prediction with common sense flavor
is not met. The simplest one is that the knowledge resources are annotated at a very
high level, and only one of the KR is chosen to be annotated (remember that there may
be more than one SOs in each joke). On the opposite end of the spectrum, but perhaps,
a more reasonable one is that joke vectors may not contain enough information to infer
SOs and LMs as our hypothesis was that they can only measure the overlap between
form and content, which corresponds to LA, NS, and possibly TA and SI.

In order to explore what joke vectors can actually capture, and whether it correlates
with any of the knowledge resources, we compare the three sets of jokes to over 10,000
others, collected in [47]. We are interested in jokes that are most similar to the set of 21
jokes, again, according to joke vectors. The results are shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from the table that there is a curious grouping between jokes within
the sets – four most similar jokes to the seven in the first set come from the same set;
two most similar jokes to the seven in the second set come from the same set and one
joke that does not come from the same set is clearly very similar to them; and three
most similar jokes from the third set come from the same set and one joke that does not
come from the same set is clearly very similar to them. While the rest of the jokes do
not look like they have much similarity (and there is no seeming correlation in a
non-technical sense of the word to the KRs), we were curious how the rest of the jokes
in the dataset cluster.
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4 Clustering Results

We inspected the locations in the clusters for the labeled 21 jokes and identified the
KRs contained in the same cluster for further analysis. Table 4 shows these KRs for the
10 experiments. The three sets of jokes, with Set1 being “blonde”, Set2 being
“chicken”, and Set3 being “lightbulb” jokes, are labeled in different sets of colors in
Table 4. The KRs appeared frequently together in the same cluster are labeled with the
same color. For the “blonde” jokes, the frequently observed groups are (A1, TA1) and
(SI1, SO1). Similarly, for the “chicken” and “lightbulb” jokes, the frequently observed
groups are (A2, LM2), (LA2, TA2, NS2) and (LA3, NS3), (TA3, SO3) respectively.
However, the clusters containing these jokes do not always stay consistent, their

Table 3. Most similar jokes to 21 from [32] and their cosine similarity

Cosine sim Joke texts

Anch1 0.88 TA1
LA1 0.71 Q: What’s the national bird of Iraq? A: DUCK!
NS1 0.64 Your Mama’s so stupid… she called the 7-11 to see when they

closed!
TA1 0.88 Anchor1
SI1 0.81 TA1
LM1 0.70 Q: What do you call a bee that lives in a graveyard? A: A zombee!
SO1 0.73 TA1
Anch2 0.90 TA2
LA2 0.56 Q: How many programmers does it take to change a lightbulb? A:

We looked at the light fixture and decided there’s no point trying to
maintain it. We’re going to rewrite it from scratch. Could you wait
two months?

NS2 0.71 Q: Why did the chicken cross the ‘net’? A: It wanted to get to the
other site!

TA2 0.90 Anchor2
SI2 0.66 Q: What’s black and white and red all over? A: A zebra with

chicken pox!
LM2 0.80 Borodin nothing to do!! Gone Chopin. Bach in a minuet.
SO2 0.66 How lawyers do it…
Anch3 0.80 Q: How many SAS programmers does it take to change a light bulb?

A: How many?
LA3 0.73 NS3
NS3 0.77 Anchor3
TA3 0.73 Anchor3
SI3 0.66 Your Mama’s so stupid… she sold the car for gas money!
LM3 0.65 Q: What did the left eye say to the right eye? A: ‘Between you and

me, something smells!’
SO3 0.63 Q: How does Stan Collymore change a lightbulb? A: He holds it in

the air, and the world revolves around him
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movements across repeated experiments can be observed from Table 4, i.e. in the 1st

and 10thexperiments, A1, TA1, SI1, and SO1 stayed together but were separated in the
other 8 experiments.

To further analyze these clusters, we obtained detailed information for the cluster
containing each group in all 10 experiments. Table 5 shows these cluster statistics for
the “blonde” jokes. As mentioned before, k-means++ ensures the initial centers to be
selected in a probabilistic yet randomized manner, which provides more stable initial
centers across repeated experiments, the final clusters in Table 5 that share the same
initial cluster centers are thus shaded with the same color. Size indicates the number of
jokes a cluster contains. Initial center contains a sample joke index selected to be the
initial cluster center by k-means++. Initial-final cosine represents the cosine similarity
between a cluster’s initial and final centers. Most similar joke to final center column
indicates the sample joke index of the most similar joke and its cosine similarity to the

Table 4. List of KRs contained in the same cluster across 10 different experiments R1–R10.
Each row represents an experiment and each parenthesis represents the KRs in the same cluster.

Table 5. Statistics for KRs in Set1 (“blonde” jokes) shown in the 10 experiments R1–R10.
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final cluster center for a specific cluster. Cosine similarity between KR and its final
center shows the cosine similarity of each KR to its final cluster center.

Three initial centers (joke223, joke1571, joke4869) that appeared multiple times
when the KRs in Set1 are clustered together. As the initial centers were selected among
the Dov2vec generated joke vectors, the original joke texts for the three centers are
listed as following:

joke223 - Q: What do you call a naughty monkey? A: A badboon!
joke1571 - Q: What do you call a blonde with 90% of her intelligence gone? A:
Divorced.
joke4869 - What do you call a lesbian asian? Minjeeta

Notice that the three jokes above have the same NS, namely riddles, which matches
the NS KR of the majority of Set1 jokes.

Cluster Size. Another observation is that the cluster sizes stay relatively stable in the
repeated experiments – the cluster initialized with joke223 contains more than 200
jokes with an exception of the resulting cluster in experiment R8; the cluster initialized
with joke1571 contains around 100 jokes on average; the cluster initialized with
joke4869 contains approximately 180 jokes. Figure 3 shows that there are approxi-
mately 25 clusters with sizes over 100 and among which approximately 5 clusters with
size over 200 for each of the 10 experiments. While the cluster size distribution stays
consistent across different experiments, it indicates that the KR-based jokes in larger
clusters are consistently similar to more jokes in the corpus than those in the smaller
clusters. i.e. A1 is similar to more jokes in the corpus than SI1.

Initial-final center similarity. The centers shift as more jokes are added to the cluster.
It is interesting to see how much the center has shifted from the initialization to its final

Fig. 3. Number of elements in clusters for experiments R1–R10
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result in order to detect how similar the added jokes are thought the steps of addition.
The initial-final cosine similarity column in Table 5 indicates how the initial centers
moved as elements were added to a cluster. A high similarity value suggests very little
movement between the initial and final center. Less movement of the center implies
that the elements in that cluster have stronger associations with each other, according to
how centers are updated during each iteration in k-means. In the case when the new
elements added to the cluster have higher similarity with the rest of the elements that
were in the cluster at the beginning of an iteration, the updated cluster center after this
iteration should be very similar to the original center at the beginning of this iteration.

It can be observed that the cluster centers initialized with joke4869 moved much
less, with an initial-final center similarity staying consistent around 0.942 (obtained by
taking the average similarity of the clusters initialized with the same center),
throughout the clustering process compared to the cluster centers initialized with
joke223 and joke1571, which have the initial-final center similarity around 0.878 and
0.803 respectively. The differences between these three clusters may not seem very
significant as the differences between their cosine similarities seem to be very small.
However, cosine similarity measures the angles between two vectors in a vector space,
a 0.942 cosine similarity suggests that there is approximately a 19° angle between the
two vectors being compared. Visualization of hyper plane, in this case 100 dimen-
sional, is not likely possible without information loss/dimension reductions. Never-
theless, a simple way to distinguish such differences could be done by inheriting the
two-dimensional vector properties to higher dimensions. Cosine differences of 0.942,
0.878, and 0.803 correspond to, approximately, 19o, 29o, and 37o respectively. One
needs to be aware of that n-dimension will also allow the vectors to move in n
directions so the degree here to measure the difference between the initial and the final
centers is merely a referencing number to compare how much the cluster centers have
potentially moved during the clustering process.

Joke with highest similarity value to the final cluster center vector. As mentioned
before, the cluster centers were updated after each iteration following the addition of
new elements to the cluster. Hence, the final cluster centers do not directly correspond to
any joke vectors in the corpus. We mapped each of these final centers (100-dimensional
vectors) to its nearest joke vector in the same cluster, namely the joke vector that has a
highest cosine similarity with its final center. The sample joke indices and the simi-
larities with their centers for such joke vectors are also shown in Table 5. We could
observe some consistency, especially for the clusters initialized with joke223 and
joke4869, between the initial and final cluster centers. The clusters initialized with a
center of joke223 are frequently associated with the final center represented by joke227;
similarly, the clusters initialized with a center of joke4869 are frequently associated with
the final center represented by joke4869, with two exceptions being R1 and R8.
However, the jokes representing the final centers in these two exceptions, instead of
being mapped to some other jokes, were simply switched – joke227 is representing the
final center for cluster initialized with joke4869 and joke4869 is representing the final
center for cluster initialized with joke223. Further inspection suggested that the clusters
in both R1 and R8 contain both jokes; and it can be concluded that the inconsistency
observed was due to the small differences caused by the cosine similarity between these
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two jokes to their final cluster centers in repeated experiments. In addition, the Doc2vec
model suggests that the first most similar joke to joke227 in the corpus is joke4869 with
a similarity value of 0.935, and the second most similar joke to joke4869 is joke227,
which indicates that in this case similarity is bidirectional in values, but not in rankings.
It is possible that joke4869 and joke227, as final cluster center representations, are
interchangeable and thus the center movements for clusters initialized with joke223 and
joke4869 are consistent, respectively, across repeated experiments. However, the sim-
ilarity between the two initial centers, joke223 and joke4869, is 0.858, which makes
them quite distant and does not rank in top three for either of the most similar jokes for
the two.

On the other hand, the clusters initialized with other centers seem to have less stable
center movements across repeated experiments. The four clusters initialized with
joke1571 in experiments R2, R5, R7, and R9 are presented with various final center
representations. Whereas the cosine similarities for these final center representations are
relatively low, suggesting the nearest joke vector in that cluster is further away from its
final center, compared to the clusters with final center representations of joke227 and
joke4869 mentioned above. In addition, although initialized with the same initial center
joke1571, the three different final center representations, joke1178, joke1590, and
joke1628 are not always together in the same cluster. Therefore, no consistent
movements of the cluster centers initialized with joke1571 were observed, which also
provides evidence for why the two KRs, SI1 and SO1, which were frequently clustered
together, moved extensively in repeated experiments. The repeated jokes that are
closest to the final centers are shown below. It can be seen that the centers share NS
with partial LA, and if a TA exists, they share it as well.

joke227 - Q: What do you call a wasp? A: A wanna-bee!
joke4869 - What do you call a lesbian asian? minjeeta
joke1178 - Q. How would a blonde punctuate the following: ‘Fun fun fun worry
worry worry’ A. Fun period fun period fun no period worry worry worry….
joke2150 - What do you call a cheerful flea? A hop-timist!

Cosine similarity between KR-based jokes and their final cluster centers. The
cosine similarities between the KR-based jokes and their final cluster centers are shown
in the right half of Table 5. We focused our study on the five KR-based jokes from Set1
that appeared frequently together. These cosine similarities provided more evidence for
explaining the movements of the jokes between different clusters across repeated
experiments. The most stable joke observed is A1, which maintains approximately
0.878 cosine similarity with all of its final cluster centers. Furthermore, A1 only
appeared along with the interchangeable final cluster center representations, joke227
and joke4869, as mentioned in the previous section. It is likely not accidental for A1 to
be grouped to a cluster with similar final center in the repeated experiments. On the
other hand, TA1, which was frequently grouped together with A1, showed slightly less
similarities to each of its final cluster centers. However, it appeared to be in the same
cluster with A1 seven out of nine times in 10 experiments, with an exception of R3
where A1 did not appear in a cluster along with other KR-based jokes. Although more
between-cluster movements were observed for TA1 compared to A1, its stability is
predictable - TA1 will be frequently grouped together with A1 in a large number of
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such repeated experiments. The cosine similarities for another group of frequently
observed jokes, SI1 and SO1, suggest that they are both less similar to their final cluster
centers compared to A1 and TA1. Additionally, more between-cluster movement can
be seen for SO1 than SI1, in respect to their lower cosine similarities to the final cluster
centers. We do not provide an analysis for Set2 and Set3 due to space limitations, but
they follow the same general pattern.

5 Epilogue

We were interested in analyzing whether text similarity correlates with GTVH-based
jokes similarity. We compared 21 jokes annotated with GTVH-based knowledge
resources to a set of over 10,000 jokes. Our results indicate that while similarities in
text can be detected by doc2vec, and jokes with somewhat similar texts can be con-
sistently clustered, there is very little, if any, correlation between doc2vec cosine
similarity and KR-annotated joke similarity. One of the reasons may be that doc2vec
detects form and content similarity, which could be mapped to LA and NS knowledge
resources, TA if it exists, and, possibly SI when it is clearly stated. LM and SO are
much more difficult to detect, especially at the courser grain level. While from the
theoretical perspective it does not come as a particularly surprising result, it means that
comparison of two texts by itself cannot classify a joke as a joke or a non-joke as a
non-jokes as the presence of SO is a necessary component for a text to be a joke.
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